
Answer Set Programmingand Plan GenerationVladimir LifshitzUniversity of TexasAustin, TX 78712, USAvl�s.utexas.eduAbstratThe idea of answer set programming is to represent a given ompu-tational problem by a logi program whose answer sets orrespond tosolutions, and then use an answer set solver, suh as smodels or dlv,to �nd an answer set for this program. Appliations of this method toplanning are related to the line of researh on the frame problem thatstarted with the invention of formal nonmonotoni reasoning in 1980.1 IntrodutionKautz and Selman [19℄ proposed to approah the problem of plan generationby reduing it to the problem of �nding a satisfying interpretation for a setof propositional formulas. This method, known as satis�ability planning,is used now in several planners.1 In this paper we disuss a related idea,due to Subrahmanian and Zaniolo [36℄: reduing a planning problem to theproblem of �nding an answer set (\stable model") for a logi program. Theadvantage of this \answer set programming" approah to planning is that therepresentation of properties of ations is easier when logi programs are usedinstead of axiomatizations in lassial logi, in view of the nonmonotoniharater of negation as failure. Two best known answer set solvers (systemsfor omputing answer sets) available today are smodels2 and dlv3. Theresults of omputational experiments that use smodels for planning arereported in [4, 30℄.1See http://www.researh.att.om/�kautz/blakbox/ for the latest system of thiskind reated by the inventors of satis�ability planning.2http://www.ts.hut.fi/Software/smodels/ .3http://www.dbai.tuwien.a.at/proj/dlv/ .1



In this paper, based on earlier reports [22, 23℄, appliations of answer setprogramming to planning are disussed from the perspetive of the researhon the frame problem and nonmonotoni reasoning done in AI sine 1980.Spei�ally, we relate them to the line of work that started with the inven-tion of default logi [33℄|the nonmonotoni formalism that turned out tobe partiularly losely related to logi programming [2, 26, 10℄. After thepubliation of the \Yale Shooting Senario" [14℄ it was widely believed thatthe solution to the frame problem outlined in [33℄ was inadequate. Severalalternatives have been proposed [18, 20, 34, 15, 21, 29, 8℄. It turned out,however, that the approah of [33℄ is ompletely satisfatory if the rest ofthe default theory is set up orretly [37℄. It is, in fat, very general, asdisussed in Setion 5.2 below. We will see that desriptions of ations inthe style of [33, 37℄ an be used as a basis for planning using answer setsolvers.In the next setion, we review the onept of an answer set as de�nedin [9, 10, 25℄ and its relation to default logi. Then we desribe some of theomputational possibilities of answer set solvers (Setion 3) and illustratethe answer set programming method [27, 30℄ by applying it to a graph-theoreti searh problem (Setion 4). In Setion 5 we turn to the use ofanswer set solvers for plan generation. Setion 6 desribes the relation ofthis work to other researh on ations and planning.2 Answer Sets2.1 Logi ProgramsWe begin with a set of propositional symbols, alled atoms. A literal is anexpression of the form A or :A, where A is an atom. (We all the symbol :\lassial negation," to distinguish it from the symbol not used for negationas failure.) A rule element is an expression of the form L or not L, where Lis a literal. A rule is an ordered pairHead  Body (1)where Head and Body are �nite sets of rule elements. A rule (1) is a on-straint if Head = ;; it is disjuntive if the ardinality of Head is greaterthan 1. If Head = fL1; : : : ; Lk;not Lk+1; : : : ;not Llgand Body = fLl+1; : : : ; Lm;not Lm+1; : : : ;not Lng2



(n � m � l � k � 0) then we write (1) asL1; : : : ;Lk;not Lk+1; : : : ;not Ll  Ll+1; : : : ; Lm;not Lm+1; : : : ;not Ln:(2)We will drop  in (2) if the body of the rule is empty (n = m = l).A program is a set of rules.These de�nitions di�er from the traditional desription of the syntax oflogi programs in several ways. First, our rules are propositional: atoms arenot assumed to be formed from prediate symbols, onstants and variables.An input �le given to an answer set solver does usually ontain \shematirules" with variables, but suh a shemati rule is treated as an abbreviationfor the set of rules obtained from it by grounding. The result of groundingis a propositional objet, just like a set of lauses that would be given asinput to a satis�ability solver.On the other hand, in some ways (2) is more general than rules found intraditional logi programs. Eah Li may ontain the lassial negation sym-bol :; traditional logi programs use only one kind of negation|negationas failure. The head of (2) may ontain several rule elements, or it an beempty; traditionally, the head of a rule is a single atom. The negation asfailure symbol is allowed to our in the head of a rule, and not only inthe body as in traditional logi programming. We will see later that theadditional expressivity given by these syntati features is indeed useful.2.2 De�nition of an Answer SetThe notion of an answer set is de�ned �rst for programs that do not ontainnegation as failure (l = k and n = m in every rule (2) of the program). Let� be suh a program, and let X be a onsistent set of literals. We say thatX is losed under � if, for every rule (1) in �, Head \ X 6= ; wheneverBody � X. We say that X is an answer set for � if X is minimal amongthe sets losed under � (relative to set inlusion).For instane, the program p; q ;:r p (3)has two answer sets: fp;:rg; fqg: (4)If we add the onstraint  q3



to (3), we will get a program whose only answer set is the �rst of sets (4).On the other hand, if we add the rule:qto (3), we will get a program whose only answer set is fp;:q;:rg.To extend the de�nition of an answer set to programs with negation asfailure, take an arbitrary program �, and let X be a onsistent set of literals.The redut �X of � relative to X is the set of rulesL1; : : : ;Lk  Ll+1; : : : ; Lmfor all rules (2) in � suh that X ontains all the literals Lk+1; : : : ; Ll butdoes not ontain any of Lm+1; : : : ; Ln. Thus �X is a program withoutnegation as failure. We say that X is an answer set for � if X is an answerset for �X .Consider, for instane, the programp not q ;q  not r ;r  not s ; (5)and let X be fp; rg. The redut of (5) relative to this set onsists of tworules: p ;r :Sine X is an answer set for this redut, it is an answer set for (5). It iseasy to hek that program (5) has no other answer sets.This example illustrates the original motivation for the de�nition of ananswer set|providing a delarative semantis for negation as failure as im-plemented in existing Prolog systems. Given program (5), a Prolog systemwill respond yes to a query if and only if that query is p or r, that is to say,if and only if the query belongs to the answer set for (5). In this sense, therole of answer sets is similar to the role of the onept of ompletion [3℄,whih provides an alternative explanation for the behavior of Prolog (p andr are entailed by the program's ompletion).2.3 Comparison with Default LogiLet � be a program suh that the head of every rule of � is a single literal:L0  L1; : : : ; Lm;not Lm+1; : : : ;not Ln: (6)4



We an transform � into a (propositional) default theory in the sense of [33℄by turning eah rule (6) into the defaultL1 ^ � � � ^ Lm : :Lm+1; : : : ;:LnL0There is a simple orrespondene between the answer sets for � and theextensions for this default theory DT : if X is an answer set for � then thededutive losure of X is a onsistent extension for DT ; onversely, everyonsistent extension for DT is the dedutive losure of an answer set for �.For instane, the default theory orresponding to program (5) is: :qp ; : :rq ; : :sr :The only extension for this default theory is the dedutive losure of theprogram's answer set fp; rg.Under this orrespondene, a rule without negation as failure is repre-sented by a default without justi�ations, that is to say, by an inferenerule. A fat|a rule with the empty body|orresponds to a default thathas neither prerequisites nor justi�ations, that is, an axiom. The normaldefault p : qq (7)is the ounterpart of the rule q  p;not :q: (8)Logi programs as de�ned above are more general than defaults in thattheir rules may have several elements in the head, and these elements mayinlude negation as failure. On the other hand, defaults are more general inthat they may ontain arbitrary propositional formulas, not just literals oronjuntions of literals.In this onnetion, it is interesting to note that one of the tehnial issuesrelated to the \Yale Shooting" ontroversy is whether the e�ets of ationsshould be desribed by axioms, suh asloaded (s) � :alive(result(shoot (s))); (9)or by inferene rules, suh as loaded (s):alive(result(shoot (s))) : (10)5



Aording to [37℄, formulation (10) is a better hoie. In the language oflogi programs (10) would be written as:alive(result(shoot (s))) loaded (s):Formula (9), on the other hand, does not orrespond to any rule in thesense of logi programming. Paradoxially, limitations of the language oflogi programs play a positive role in this ase by eliminating some of the\bad" representational hoies that are available when properties of ationsare desribed in default logi.2.4 Generating and Eliminating Answer SetsFrom the perspetive of answer set programming, two kinds of rules play aspeial role: those that generate multiple answer sets and those that an beused to eliminate some of the answer sets of a program.One way to write a program with many answer sets is to use the dis-juntive rules A;:A (11)for several atoms A. A program that onsists of n rules of this form has 2nanswer sets. For instane, the programp;:p ;q;:qhas 4 answer sets: fp; qg; fp;:qg; f:p; qg; f:p;:qg:As observed in [5℄, rule (11) an be equivalently replaed in any programby two nondisjuntive rules A not :A ;:A not A :In the notation of default logi, these rules an be written as: AA ; : :A:A :Alternatively, a program with many answer sets an be formed usingrules of the form L;not L (12)6



where L is a literal. This rule has two answer sets: fLg and ;. A programthat onsists of n rules of form (12) has 2n answer sets|all subsets of theset of literals ourring in the rules. For instane, the answer sets for theprogram p;not p ;q;not q (13)are the 4 subsets of fp; qg.The rules that an be used to eliminate \undesirable" answer sets areonstraints|rules with the empty head. We saw in Setion 2.2 that ap-pending the onstraint  q to program (3) eliminates one of its two answersets (4). The e�et of adding a onstraint to a program is always mono-toni: the olletion of answer sets of the extended program is a part of theolletion of answer sets of the original program.More preisely, we say that a set X of literals violates a onstraint L1; : : : ; Lm;not Lm+1; : : : ;not Ln (14)if L1; : : : ; Lm 2 X and Lm+1; : : : ; Ln 62 X. Let �0 be the program obtainedfrom a program � by adding onstraint (14). Then a set X of literals is ananswer set for �0 i�� X is an answer for �, and� X does not violate onstraint (14).For instane, the seond of the answer sets (4) for program (3) violates theonstraint  q, and the �rst doesn't; aordingly, adding this onstraintto (3) eliminates the seond of the program's answer sets.To see how rules of both kinds|those that generate answer sets andthose that eliminate them|an work together, onsider the following trans-lation from propositional theories to logi programs. Let � be a set oflauses, and let � be the program onsisting of� rules (11) for all atoms A ourring in �, and� the onstraints  L1; : : : ; Ln for all lauses L1 _ � � � _ Ln in �.(By L we denote the literal omplementary to L.) The answer sets for �are in a 1{1 orrespondene with the truth assignments satisfying �, everytruth assignment being represented by the set of literals to whih it assignsthe value true. 7



3 Answer Set SolversSystem dlv omputes answer sets for �nite programs without negation asfailure in the heads of rules (l = k in every rule (2) of the program). Forinstane, given the input �lep ; q.-r :- p.it will return the answer sets for program (3). Given the input �lep :- not q.q :- not r.r :- not s.it will return the answer set for program (5).System smodels requires additionally that its input program ontain nodisjuntive rules. This limitation is mitigated by two irumstanes.First, the input language of smodels allows us to express any \exlusivedisjuntive rule," that is, a disjuntive ruleL1; : : : ;Ln  Bodyaompanied by the onstraints Li; Lj ;Body (1 � i < j � n):This ombination is represented asL1 j � � � j Ln : � Body .Seond, smodels allows us to represent the important disjuntive ombina-tion (12) in the head of a rule by enlosing L in braes:f L g.A list of rules of the formLi;not Li  Body (1 � i � n)an be onveniently represented in an smodels input �le by one linef L1 ; : : : ; Ln g : � Body .For instane, rules (13) an be written simply as{p,q}.Both dlv and smodels allow the user to speify large programs in aompat fashion, using rules with shemati variables and other abbrevia-tions. Both systems employ sophistiated grounding algorithms that workfast and simplify the program in the proess of grounding.8



% GENERATEj {in(X) : vertex(X)}.% DEFINEjoined(X,Y) :- edge(X,Y).joined(X,Y) :- edge(Y,X).% TEST:- in(X), in(Y), X!=Y, not joined(X,Y),vertex(X), vertex(Y).% DISPLAYhide.show in(X). Figure 1: Searh for a large lique.4 Answer Set ProgrammingThe idea of answer set programming is to represent a given omputationalproblem by a program whose answer sets orrespond to solutions, and thenuse an answer set solver to �nd a solution.As an example, we will show how this method an be used to �nd a largelique, that is, a subset V of the verties of a given graph suh that� every two verties in V are joined by an edge, and� the ardinality of V is not less than a given onstant j.Figure 1 shows an smodels input �le that an be used to �nd a largelique or to determine that it does not exist. This �le is supposed to beaompanied by a �le that desribes the graph and spei�es the value of j,suh as the one shown in Figure 2.The possible values of the variables X, Y in Figure 1 are restrited bythe \domain prediates" vertex and edge. In ase of the graph desribedin Figure 2, the prediate vertex holds for the numerals 0; : : : ; 5, and the9



onst j=3.vertex(0..5).edge(0,1). edge(1,2). edge(2,0). edge(3,4).edge(4,5). edge(5,3). edge(4,0). edge(2,5).Figure 2: A test for the lique program.prediate edge holds for 8 pairs of verties h0; 1i; : : : ; h2; 5i. Aordingly,the expression{in(X) : vertex(X)}at the beginning of Figure 1 (\the set of atoms in(X) for all X suh thatvertex(X)") has the same meaning as{in(0), in(1), in(2), in(3), in(4), in(5)} .The last expression an be understood as an abbreviation for a set of rules ofform (12), as disussed in Setion 3. The answer sets for this set of rules arearbitrary sets formed from these 6 atoms. Symbol j at the beginning of therule restrits the answer sets to those whose ardinality is at least j. Thisis an instane of the \ardinality" onstrut available in smodels [31℄. Itallows the user to bound, from below and from above, the number of atomsof a ertain form that are inluded in the answer set. (A lower bound isplaed to the left of the expression in braes, as in this example; an upperbound would be plaed to the right.)The main parts of the program in Figure 1 are the two labeled GENERATEand TEST. The former de�nes a large olletion of answer sets|\potentialsolutions." The latter onsists of the onstraints that \weed out" the answersets that do not orrespond to solutions. As disussed above, a potentialsolution is any subset of the verties whose ardinality is at least j; theonstraints eliminate the subsets that are not liques. This is similar to theuse of generating and eliminating rules in Setion 2.4.The part labeled DEFINE ontains the de�nition of the auxiliary prediatejoined. The part labeled DISPLAY tells smodels whih elements of theanswer set should be inluded in the output: it instruts the system to \hide"all literals other than those that enode the lique. In ase of the problemshown in Figure 2, the part of the answer set displayed by smodels is10



in(5) in(4) in(3) .The disussion of this example in terms of generating a set of potentialsolutions and testing its elements illustrates the delarative meaning of theprogram, but it should not be understood as a desription of what is atuallyhappening during the operation of an answer set solver. System smodelsdoes not proess the program shown above by produing answer sets forthe GENERATE part and heking whether they satisfy the onstraints in theTEST part, just as a reasonable satis�ability solver does not searh for amodel of a given set of lauses by generating all possible truth assignmentsand heking for eah of them whether the lauses are satis�ed. The searhproedures employed in systems smodels and dlv use sophistiated searhstrategies somewhat similar to those used in eÆient satis�ability solvers.Answer set programming has found appliations to several pratiallyimportant omputational problems [30, 35, 16℄. One of these problems isplanning.5 Planning5.1 ExampleThe ode in Figures 3{5 allows us to use smodels to solve planning problemsin the bloks world. We imagine that bloks are moved by a robot withseveral grippers, so that a few bloks an be moved simultaneously. However,the robot is unable to move a blok onto a blok that is being moved at thesame time. As usual in bloks world planning, we assume that a blok anbe moved only if there are no bloks on top of it.There are three domain prediates in this example: time, blok andloation; a loation is a blok or the table. The onstant lasttime is anupper bound on the lengths of the plans to be onsidered. (To �nd theshortest plan, one an use the minimize feature of smodels whih is notdisussed in this paper.)The GENERATE setion de�nes a potential solution to be an arbitrary set ofmove ations exeuted prior to lasttime suh that, for every T, the numberof ations exeuted at time T does not exeed the number of grippers.The rules labeled DEFINE desribe the sequene of states orrespondingto the exeution of a given potential plan. Eah sequene of states is repre-sented by a omplete set of on literals. The DEFINE rules in Figure 5 speifythe positive literals desribing the initial positions of all bloks. The �rsttwo DEFINE rules in Figure 3 speify the positive literals desribing the po-11



time(0..lasttime).loation(B) :- blok(B).loation(table).% GENERATE{move(B,L,T) : blok(B) : loation(L)} grippers :-time(T), T<lasttime.% DEFINE% effet of moving a blokon(B,L,T+1) :- move(B,L,T),blok(B), loation(L), time(T), T<lasttime.% inertiaon(B,L,T+1) :- on(B,L,T), not -on(B,L,T+1),loation(L), blok(B), time(T), T<lasttime.% uniqueness of loation-on(B,L1,T) :- on(B,L,T), L!=L1,blok(B), loation(L), loation(L1), time(T).Figure 3: Planning in the bloks world, Part 1.
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% TEST% two bloks annot be on top of the same blok:- 2 {on(B1,B,T) : blok(B1)},blok(B), time(T).% a blok an't be moved unless it is lear:- move(B,L,T), on(B1,B,T),blok(B), blok(B1), loation(L), time(T), T<lasttime.% a blok an't be moved onto a blok that is being moved also:- move(B,B1,T), move(B1,L,T),blok(B), blok(B1), loation(L), time(T), T<lasttime.% DISPLAYhide.show move(B,L,T).Figure 4: Planning in the bloks world, Part 2
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onst grippers=2.onst lasttime=3.blok(1..6).% Initial state: Goal:%% 3 6% 1 3 5 2 5% 2 4 6 1 4% ------------- ---------% DEFINEon(1,2,0).on(2,table,0).on(3,4,0).on(4,table,0).on(5,6,0).on(6,table,0).% TEST:- not on(3,2,lasttime).:- not on(2,1,lasttime).:- not on(1,table,lasttime).:- not on(6,5,lasttime).:- not on(5,4,lasttime).:- not on(4,table,lasttime).Figure 5: A test for the planning program.
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sitions of all bloks at time T+1 in terms of their positions at time T. Theuniqueness of loation rule spei�es the negative on literals to be inludedin an answer set in terms of the positive on literals in this answer set.Note that the seond DEFINE rule in Figure 3 is the smodels represen-tation of the normal defaulton(b; l; t) : on(b; l; t + 1)on(b; l; t + 1) (15)|if it is onsistent to assume that at time t+1 blok b is at the same loationwhere it was at time t then it is indeed at that loation (see Setion 2.3).This default is interesting to ompare with the solution to the frame problemproposed by Reiter in 1980:R(x; s) : R(x; f(x; s))R(x; f(x; s))[33, Setion 1.1.4℄. If we take relation R to be on, and the tuple of argumentsx to be b; l , this expression will turn intoon(b; l; s) : on(b; l; f(b; l; s))on(b; l; f(b; l; s)) : (16)The only di�erene between defaults (15) and (16) is that the �rst desribeshange in terms of the passage of time (t beomes t + 1), and the latter interms of state transitions (s beomes f(b; l; s)).Consider now the three onstraints labeled TEST in Figure 4. The role ofthe �rst onstraint is to prohibit, indiretly, the ations that would reatephysially impossible on�gurations of bloks, suh as moving two bloksb1, b2 onto the same blok b. The other two onstraints express the robot'slimitations mentioned at the beginning of this setion.Adding these onstraints to the program eliminates the answer sets or-responding to the sequenes of ations that are not exeutable in the giveninitial state. When we further extend the program by adding the TEST se-tion of Figure 5, we eliminate, in addition, the sequenes of ations that donot lead to the goal state. The answer sets for the program are now in a1{1 orrespondene with solutions of the given planning problem.The DISPLAY setion instruts smodels to \hide" all literals exeptfor those that begin with move. The part of the answer set displayed bysmodels is the list of ations inluded in the plan:Stable Model: move(3,table,0) move(1,table,0) move(5,4,1)move(2,1,1) move(6,5,2) move(3,2,2)TrueDuration: 0.340 15



5.2 DisussionThe desription of the bloks world domain in Figures 3 and 4 is moresophistiated, in several ways, than the shooting example [14℄ that seemedso diÆult to formalize in 1987. First, this version of the bloks worldinludes the onurrent exeution of ations.Seond, some e�ets of moving a blok are desribed here indiretly. Inthe shooting domain, the e�ets of all ations are spei�ed expliitly: we aretold how the ation load a�ets the uent loaded , and how the ation shoota�ets the uent alive. The desription of the bloks world given aboveis di�erent. When blok 1, loated on top of blok 2, is moved onto thetable, this ation a�ets two uents: on(1; table) beomes true, and on(1; 2)beomes false. The �rst of these two e�ets is desribed expliitly by the�rst DEFINE rule in Figure 3, but the desription of the seond e�et isindiret: the uniqueness of loation rule allows us to onlude that blok 2is not on top of blok 1 anymore from the fat that blok 2 is now on thetable. The rami�ation problem|the problem of desribing indiret e�etsof ations|is not addressed in the lassial ation representation formalismsSTRIPS [7℄ and ADL [32℄.Finally, the exeutability of ations is desribed in this example indiretlyas well. As disussed above, the impossibility of moving two bloks b1, b2onto the same blok b is impliit in our desription of the bloks world:exeuting that ation would have reated a on�guration of bloks that isprohibited by one of the onstraints in Figure 4. In STRIPS and ADL,the exeutability of an ation has to be desribed expliitly, by listing theation's preonditions. The usual desription of the bloks world asserts,for instane, that moving one blok on top of another is not exeutable ifthe target loation is not lear. This desription is not appliable, however,when several bloks an be moved simultaneously: in the initial state shownin Figure 5, blok 1 an be moved onto blok 4 if blok 3 is moved at thesame time. Fortunately, when the answer set approah to desribing ationsis adopted, speifying ation preonditions expliitly is unneessary.The usefulness of indiret desriptions of ation domains for appliationsof AI was demonstrated in a reent report [38℄ on modelling the ReationControl System (RCS) of the Spae Shuttle. The system onsists of severalfuel tanks, oxidizer tanks, helium tanks, maneuvering jets, pipes, valves,and other omponents. How is the behavior of the RCS a�eted by ippingone of its swithes? Aording to [38℄, this ation has only one diret e�et,whih is trivial: hanging the position of a swith auses the swith to bein the new position. But there is also a postulate asserting that, if a valve16



is funtional, it is not stuk losed, and the swith ontrolling it is in theopen (or losed) position then the valve is open (or losed). These two fatstogether tell us that, under ertain onditions, ipping a swith indiretlya�ets the orresponding valve. Furthermore, if a helium talk has orretpressure, there is an open path to a propulsion tank, and there are no pathsto a leak, then the propulsion tank has orret pressure also. Using thispostulate we an onlude that, under ertain onditions, ipping a switha�ets pressure in a propulsion tank, and so on. This multi-level approahto desribing the e�ets of ations leads to a well-strutured and easy tounderstand formal desription of the operation of the RCS. The answer setprogramming approah handles suh multi-leveled desriptions quite easily.6 Relation to Ation Languages and Satis�abilityPlanningSome of the reent work on representing properties of ations is formulatedin terms of \high-level" ation languages [12℄, suh as A [11℄ and C [13℄.Desriptions of ations in these languages are more onise than logi pro-gramming representations. For example, the ounterparts of the �rst twoDEFINE rules from Figure 3 in language C aremove(b; l) auses on(b; l)and inertial on(b; l):The design of language C is based on the system of ausal logi proposedin [28℄.For a large lass of ation desriptions in C, an equivalent translationinto logi programming notation is de�ned in [24℄. The possibility of suh atranslation further illustrates the expressive power of the ation representa-tion method used in this paper.As noted in the introdution, the answer set programming approah toplanning is related to satis�ability planning. There is, in fat, a formal on-netion between the two methods. If a program without lassial negationis \positive-order-onsistent," or \tight," then its answer sets an be hara-terized by a olletion of propositional formulas [6℄|the formulas obtainedby applying the ompletion proess [3℄ to the program. The translationsfrom language C desribed in [24℄ happen to produe tight programs. De-sribing a planning problem by a program like this, then translating the17
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